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Shatsky Rise in the Northwest Pacific is the best example so far of an oceanic plateau with two
potential hotspot tracks emanating from it: the linear Papanin volcanic ridge and the seamounts
comprising Ojin Rise. Arguably, these hotspot tracks also project toward the direction of Hess
Rise, located ~1200 km away, leading to speculations that the two plateaus are connected. New
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Ar ages and trace element and Nd, Pb, and Hf isotopic data were obtained from dredged rocks

recovered from the massifs and seamounts around Shatsky Rise in an effort to understand the
relationship between these plateaus and associated seamounts. The similar initial source
composition and geochemical evolution supports a plausible connection between Shatsky Rise and Hess
Rise, with the latter probably representing either a resurgent plume head pulse and/or a triple
junction-aided second LIP eruption. Each of these rises could have evolved from plateau-building
stage composed of isotopically-depleted tholeiites forming the large massifs to post-plateau
building stage consisting of isotopically-enriched trachytes forming the much smaller seamounts,
e.g., Shatsky Rise to Cooperation-Earthwatch-Ojin seamount and Hess Rise to DSDP Site 465A
seamount. Like Shatsky Rise’s Ojin Rise, a short chain of seamounts of alkaline composition
(Wentworth Seamount Chain) extending SE from southern Hess Rise, i.e. from DSDP Site 465, seems to
show an age progression that is consistent with being a classical hotspot track associated with the
Hess plateau. Although the results of this study cannot unequivocally provide a direct link between
the plateaus and seamount volcanism, further investigation of these similar trends of mantle source
variation, not only between Shatsky and Hess Rise but also Ontong Java, Manihiki, and Hikurangi
plateaus could lead to a better understanding of the origin, evolution, and emplacement mode of
most Pacific oceanic plateaus.
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